USING THE HOOLIGAN TOOL
& KELLY TOOL
Prying and chopping methods are obvious. The pike, claw and adz blade can all be used as prying surfaces.

When using the Hooligan Tool with the metal cutting claw for metal cutting, if necessary, drive the pike through the metal to gain an access opening. Insert the cutting (curved) part of the claw into the opening and with brisk up and down strokes of the handle, cut the metal as required.

The procedures work well when utilizing the applications in the application pictures: 1. Forcible Entry, 2. Lock Removal, 3. Metal Cutting and 4. Gas Line Shut Off. For removing hinge pins, place the adz part of the claw against the underside of the head of the hinge pin and drive up to push out.

Inspect adz, claw and pike for cuts and indentations.

MAINTENANCE
Your Hooligan Tool & Kelly Tool requires very little maintenance. Clean it after use.

You may belt sharpen or file the Hooligan Tool & Kelly Tools adz blade, pike point and claw to suit your particular working requirements.

PROCEDURE
1. Forcible Entry
   Place adz blade in between Door and door jam approximately 15 cm/6 in above or below the lock. Drive into door jam using flat head axe or sledge hammer tool to use leverage to open the door.

2. Lock Removal
   Place claw over shank and twist to break lock.

3. Metal Cutting
   Drive the pike through the metal to gain an access opening. Insert the cutting (curved) part of the claw into the opening and with brisk up and down strokes of the handle, cut the metal as desired.

4. Gas Line Shut Off
   Place claw over gas lever and twist to shut off gas.

RULES FOR SAFE OPERATION
• All Personnel using and assisting with the tool should wear safety clothing (helmets, eye protection, gloves, etc.)
• Clear the area of all bystanders and personnel not directly involved in the operation.
• Keep fingers, hands, feet, etc. away from striking, prying and cutting areas, which the tool may come in contact with.
• Watch for flying objects such as bolts, pieces of glass and metal.
• Do not be careless. Use your common sense and training to protect yourself, victims, and those assisting in the operation.
• If using carrying strap Paratech part number 22-000842, do not swing over shoulder.